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NEED FOR A THEORY
INTENT, INCENTIVE, MOTIVAVALUES

TION AND

DEAR FELLOW CALIFORNIA VOTING CONSTITUENT:
WE ARE AT WAR IN THIS COUNTRY! US SENATORS HOLLINGS AND KENNEDY MAKE
WAR AGAINST THE REMNANTS OF THE FREE PRESS IN BOSTON AND NEW YORK (R
MURDOCH). Our Congressmen (Dellums, Conyers, Crockett, Boxer, Wright, O'Neill, etc)
make war against black South Africans with their US APARTHEID LAWS. Apartheid has
been repealed in So Africa, but not in the USA. Invisible Bureaucrats make legalized war
on freedom leaders Evan Meacham, Edwin Meese, Oliver North, Poindexter, Viguierre,
Brendan Sullivan, etc. Nancy eats nails for breakfast and makes war at home (M Deaver).
Howard Baker makes clandestine war against Judge Bork nomination. Our "elected"
MAKE IT A CRIME to assist free neighbors in trouble. Our bureaucrats force our free press
wire services into the hands of oppression and slavery, UPI – F. Bassom, Bankruptcy
Law Judge, Texas, 1986. G Keller's Chevron makes war on free Angolans. Senators
Dodd and Harkin make war on free Nicaraguans. Senator Kennedy makes war on free
Ethiopians. Bill Moyers & Howard Gutin, Corp Public Broadcasting, make war on God
(God and Politics series) and then get praise from both Gus Hall's People's Daily World
AND George Keller's Chevron (Monthly) World. Ah yes! It is indeed "One World."
NEED FOR A THEORY: At a Conference, "Educating For Freedom" in Washington, DC,
November, 1985, M. Ayau of Guatemala reported "The evidence that socialism doesn't work isn't enough. We need a theory."
In fact, freedom and its companion form of society, liberty can be theoretically
viewed. Some of it is condensed for here. Freedom is the quality of behavior of the individual as self-governing, self-restraining, self-regulating. Liberty is the form of society
(and its government) in which freedom can prevail. The US Constitution was crafted and
drafted "... in order to ... secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity .."
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Each person is genetically endowed at birth with the equipment to become "a freestanding
person." Freedom for the individual comes from the maturing ability to become a selfdisciplining person, one in charge of AND responsible for his own actions. Freedom is in the
ability to be a self-regulating, mutually-respecting unit in a society. Freedom survives when those
in the society are both SELF-GOVERNING AND MUTUALLY ACCOMODATING.
In a word, FREEDOM AND LIBERTY prevail as a result of certain behavioral qualities reliably continuing in the individual personalities of the free. Liberty prevails when the free don't take
liberties with their freedoms.
Freedom is in the state of mind AND in the set of behaviors of the person. Behavior is accountable. Thus, it becomes useful to understand the behavior of the individual. From this, we also
gain a picture of the defects in the personalities of the oppressors around us, in our ranks and
in our families.
BEHAVIOR THEORY:
1. Each person lives through one childhood and carries those memories AND ways of
behaving with himself through his life. This is called the Child part of the person.
2. Each has the ability to reason. This is called the Adult.
3. Each person has had someone in the position of being a parent, a guiding & protecting person, to him during childhood. There is a picture of this person(s) and his ways of behaving
that you take into yourself. This is called the Parent. (E Berne)
This Is The Diagram of THE SELF-GOVERNING PERSONAL

Personal
Parent
PARENT

A person's internal PARENT is the organ holding ones personal values, ethics, principles and
is the basis for forming personal judgments. The Parent defines what's good for the person
and what's not. It protects and fosters the integrity of the person and valued others (family)
- social, environmental, physical, nutritional, and educational.

Adult

A person's ADULT is the organ of reasoning.

Child

A person's CHILD is the collection of childhood experiences, the basis of one's ongoing emotional life. Your Child is inventive, imaginative. (E Berne)

"Personal judgment" is a product of personal Parent AND Adult.
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A LIBERAL ADVOCATES

The SELF-GOVERNING PERSON uses his own personal Parent as the basis for his personal
values, personal ethics, personal standards, personal principles.
In countless cities, both in the USA and in Nicaragua, the streets have been taken over by "the
drugs and the thugs." In a few communities, those who are free have taken matters into their own
hands and banded together to form "Neighborhood Watches." In Guatemala and in Vallejo
these have been able to bring some of the local social predatory activity under a better state of
control. The way to stay free is as a self-regulating person. Using common sense and decent
judgment, take care of yourself and as many matters of personal (family) concern as you can.
Find like-minded people to band with and mutually accommodate yourselves to each other. Remember too, that now, whenever you group with other freedom oriented people, whenever you
are in a group larger than 2 you can almost count on the fact that at least one of those with
you will be a Judas, a member of one the Invisible Bureaucracies.

COERCIVE
"COMPASSION" AND
DEPENDENCY
INCENTIVES. GROUP
CONSENSUS, SOCIAL
EMPOWERMENT (OF THE
FEW), DECISION BY
COMMITTEE AND
PROJECTED (OFTEN
RACKETEERING)
DISTRUST OF
INDIVIDUAL ABILITY AND
INTENTION ARE

This brings up THE NEXT POINT OF THEORY: One of the most characteristic elements of the
human is the ability, the natural desire to organize information into some sort of useable design
for better understanding of his surroundings. The organized social predators in our society would
have us, the free, be ashamed of our God given ability to intuitively sort between the good guys
and those whose intentions are less than honorable.

HALLMARKS OF THE
LIBERAL. THE LIBERALS
ARE GUIDED BY
SITUATIONALLY
ORIENTED (SHORT
TERM) VALUES AND
ETHICS. LIBERALS ARE
ROUTINELY LED BY
THOSE WITH A

THE SITUATIONAL PERSONALITY

"SITUATIONAL
PERSONALITY." THESE

A Liberal advocates coercive "compassion" and dependency incentives. Group consensus,
social empowerment (of the few), decision by committee and projected (often racketeering) distrust of individual ability and intention are hallmarks of the Liberal. The Liberals are guided by
situationally oriented (short term) values and ethics. LIBERALS ARE ROUTINELY led by those
with a "Situational Personality." These leaders are the experts with Deception And
Intimidation.

1
2

3

Adult

LEADERS ARE THE
EXPERTS WITH
DECEPTION AND
INTIMIDATION.

In the case of the "Situational Personality" the personal PARENT has been replaced by the
"Situational-Committee" PARENT and its "Situational" ethics, values & instructions.
1. Most recent instructions & "peer review."
2. Next most recent.
3. Third most.
In the background, extensive "committee work" has gone into preparation of the unit, deactivating personal value after personal value and a regular testing program to make sure those
personality elements are not coming back to life.

Child

Diagnostic of the Situational Personality: NO PERSONAL PARENT.
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The self-managing person enjoys the pleasures of "Being his own boss." The "SITUATIONALS"
have developed terms of ridicule and derision for those with personal value AND pleasure in
doing a good job in their (your) own work: eg workaholic, compulsive.
The personal values, ethics and judgments of individuals could be, and are a problem to an
"Invisible Bureaucracy" intent on using its members to further its goal of "One World" under the
Bureaucracy's control. The only problem with having "World Peace Under A One World
Government" is the individuals.

THE PERSONAL
VALUES, ETHICS AND
JUDGMENTS OF

The negatively oriented, those with the socially predatory networks have devised a number
of effective tactics to discourage talk about social "conspiracy" networks. As a first line of their
defense against discussions like this, they rely on jeering, sneering, leering, belittling, ridiculing
OR getting others to ignore the person talking about these networks (see the diagram at the end
of this letter). I recall the initial generous enthusiasm from a fellow Solano County Republican
when he first read "Cranston: A Communist in the US Senate?" A patriot and an advocate of
freedom he is. Some of his "influential" acquaintances whom I also know have clear stigmata of
membership in our local "parallel study group" out of the (Council On Foreign Relations affiliated) "San Francisco Committee on Foreign Relations." When next seen he was ashamed,
avoidant of his enthusiasm AND the subject. Does he think for himself? I am sure he does. But for
him, fear of being shamed, ridiculed, has a controlling effect on how he thinks for himself. I do
not know if that material jeopardized his possibly "peer reviewed" marriage.

INDIVIDUALS COULD
BE, AND ARE A
PROBLEM TO AN
“INVISIBLE
BUREAUCRACY”

For most of us, being shamed and ridiculed (by peers) can have a very controlling effect. As
one part of thinking for ourselves, it is a good idea to keep track, with our Adult, of those who
jeer us AND what they jeer AND what their possible reasons may be for trying to control our
behavior with these tactics.

INTENT ON USING
ITS MEMBERS TO
FURTHER ITS GOAL
OF “ONE WORLD”

It is vanity for anyone to believe he is solely and completely independently in charge of his
own thinking. Being thoughtful of the other person involves letting him influence your behavior and
therefore, some of your thinking.

UNDER THE
BUREAUCRACY’S
CONTROL.

At times it gets to be a fine line between accomodating the other person or compromising
yourself, your own beliefs, values and/or thinking. Too often, too many get caught in a squeeze
with the admonition that you should "Give a person the benefit of the doubt (for his repeated
anti-freedom activity)." This suggests you should not trust your own ability to read character in
others.
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"SITUATIONAL

INTENT, INCENTIVE, MOTIVATION AND VALUES

ETHICS" AND
"SITUATIONAL

Intent, incentive, motivation and values of the situationaly governed personality differ from
those of the self-governed. The "intent" of a person in an action is controlled by a combination
of "situational" incentives (eg candy offered for "free" by a "stranger", "peer pressure") AND
BY the internally residing personal teachings, personal values, judgments & personal ethics.

VALUES" ARE THE
OPPOSITE OF
PERSONAL ETHICS
AND VALUES. WITH
SITUATIONAL VALUES,

"Situational ethics" and "situational values" are the opposite of personal ethics and
values. With situational values, you cite someone else as the plausible authority. Situational
values are the essence of disinformation AND RATIONALIZATION, a psychiatric defense
mechanism. These have more to do with sounding plausible.

YOU CITE SOMEONE
ELSE AS THE PLAUSIBLE
AUTHORITY.
SITUATIONAL VALUES
ARE THE ESSENCE OF

Disinformation: Twisting facts to distort reality. Regardless of the charming articulateness
(con) of the disinformer, I don't know anyone whose mental health is improved by distorting
reality.

DISINFORMATION AND
RATIONALIZATION, A
PSYCHIATRIC DEFENSE
MECHANISM. THESE
HAVE MORE TO DO

SOCIAL PREDATORS AND PSYCHOPATHS

WITH SOUNDING
PLAUSIBLE.

We need a generic term for that breed of personality who, when he has Soviet affiliations,
is called a "Communist." (The only real "Communists" are those who call themselves that.) There
already is a generic term, perhaps not widely used, but amply descriptive. It comes from
Gorbachev's statement to Zia ul-Haq about furnishing refuge and sanctuary to the fleeing
Afghans:
"I take a most negative view of that."

DISINFORMATION:
TWISTING FACTS TO
DISTORT REALITY.
REGARDLESS OF THE
CHARMING

From this, the idiom, colloquialism, "negite", as a generic term is derived. Whether the
altered personality unit is a member of the Communist Evil Empire, the mainland China homologue, the USA homologue of the "Council on Foreign Relations" or another, THE NEGITE personality units, recruited and now staffing these "(invisible) bureaucracies" ALL have certain
characteristic alterations in their personality.

ARTICULATENESS
(CON) OF THE
DISINFORMER, I DON'T
KNOW ANYONE
WHOSE MENTAL

Just like "honest" criminals, so too, negites are psychopaths, social predators, no conscience. The "honest" criminal is driven by internally originating, rebel Child impulses. The
negite is externally controlled. The predatory acts of the negite units are carried out under
orders from others. The negite's predatory activity is performed by his compliant adapted
Child.
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INVISIBLE BUREAUCRACY NECESSITY
Negites are trained to and do give up their personal values and ethics. This is A BUREAUCRACY NECESSITY.
These total bureaucracies require that certain activities be carried out which might go against
the grain of personal values of one of their units if these were to remain "untreated." From the
"bureaucracy's" position, these personal values would be "disruptive" in the unit's performance
if they were not "trained out" and eradicated. Self-governing people will not do some things
that "The Body" requires of its staff.
These Bureaucracies have continuing "inservice training" for all personnel. One aspect of
this program is "decathecting" (deactivating) the individual's personal values, his "weaknesses"
AND KEEPING THEM DE-CATHECTED. Some of this "education and training" is by operant conditioning (rewarding certain random behavior to reinforce its appearance again), eg in the
ranks of the media. A lot of it is by conditional response ("conditioned reflex"): "Reward AND
Punishment", "Bribery AND Blackmail."

ANY
"OBJECTIVITY",
"FOR SCIENTIFIC
PURPOSES", BY THE

The Bureaucracy goal in all this is to have dependable, malleably responsive units. It needs
units who will do what they are told when they are told. Prior to an Invisible Bureaucracy gaining total control over the populace, it is necessary for the units to be able to live among the
members AND IN THE FAMILIES of the Society which the Bureaucracy intends to take over. Therefore, another aspect is to provide incentives to its units to become adept at concealing their invalidation of themselves from their friends and family; become skilled at camouflaging the Bureaucracy intent (the hidden agenda) and allegiance.

"SITUATIONAL
PERSONALITY" IS
SUSPECT. IT IS
UNRELIABLE

Any "objectivity", "for scientific purposes", by the "situational personality" is suspect. It is
unreliable because of its accessibility, vulnerability to "peer pressure" (blackmail and threats)
from fellow bureaucrats in the synchitium in which he lives (eg, Union Concerned Scientists).

BECAUSE OF ITS
ACCESSIBILITY,
VULNERABILITY TO
"PEER PRESSURE"
(BLACKMAIL AND
THREATS) FROM

For purposes of the total bureaucracy the PERSONAL PARENT IS THE ENEMY. Some negite
groups are quite explicit about this anti-Parent program. They train in defined procedures called
"Parent Shrinkers." These are to "soften up", charm, disarm, discourage AND disconnect (from
realistic behavior) the personal Parent in the self-governing. Where can you see these "situational
personalities" using their "Parent shrinkers?" Go to a Bay Area City Council meeting.

FELLOW
BUREAUCRATS IN
THE SYNCHITIUM IN
WHICH HE LIVES

The Adult and Child of the negite unit, although presenting some definable aspects are little
different from those of the self-governing person's. Suffice it to say, a lot of grown-up (Adult)
computer time & "circuits" are taken up just keeping their (8 to 10 year old Childhood based)
pretend programs on-line for looking "cool" and running their plausible justifications and justifiable plausiblities: A Child running a grown-up's life.
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The Total Bureaucracies do not like this Parent-Adult-Child diagram or any of the 6 or 7
other tested and standardized diagrammatic ways of presenting the human condition and
behavior. Why not? Because these improve the chances of the self-governing remaining
self-governing. The ability to sort and classify behavior helps individuals to be better in
charge of themselves AND to keep track of what's coming at them.

THE BUREAUCRACY
GOAL IN ALL THIS IS
TO HAVE DEPENDABLE,
MALLEABLY
RESPONSIVE UNITS. IT
NEEDS UNITS WHO
WILL DO WHAT THEY

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT OF THE USA 1988-92:

ARE TOLD WHEN THEY
ARE TOLD. PRIOR TO

Nackey Loeb's description of the Vice President? By appearance and history {G. Bush 1} a Situational Personality. Dole? Uninspiring, physical problems. Would he last out a four
year term? Renal defect AND you cannot shake his hand, test his grip. Would we then be
electing Elizabeth Dole President (case of W Wilson)? Bush again as Vice President? Bush
almost succeeded to the US Presidency once! CFR's Kissinger and D. Rockefeller required
Reagan to take Bush in 1980. This despite Reagan's promise to J. Coors. Dole required also?

AN INVISIBLE
BUREAUCRACY
GAINING TOTAL
CONTROL OVER THE
POPULACE, IT IS
NECESSARY FOR THE

Deukmejian? His behavior in instituting California apartheid against black South Africans?
If there is one thing the blacks of Southern Africa are united on, 80% plus of them anyhow, it is
their universal desire to have the USA's apartheid laws against South Africa repealed. Starvation, unemployment, social unrest, ALL OF IT AIMED AT BRINGING COMMUNISTS AND
FORCES OF SLAVERY INTO YET ANOTHER COUNTRY. The fact is that apartheid has been
repealed in So Africa. Your newspapers don't tell you that!

UNITS TO BE ABLE TO
LIVE AMONG THE
MEMBERS AND IN THE
FAMILIES OF THE
SOCIETY WHICH THE
BUREAUCRACY
INTENDS TO TAKE

Deukmejian imposed California apartheid sanctions onto South Africa AND THEN he got
elected by a 2 to one margin for his second term. If he had not done what the "The Boys From
NY" wanted would he have been reelected? By a 2 to one margin? Maybe instead, George
would have been impeached, like Evan Meacham? This USA set of APARTHEID laws were
passed against the express statements of multitudes of So African black Christian leaders who
attempted unsuccessfully to gain audience with U S Congressmen in Wash DC.

OVER. THEREFORE,
ANOTHER ASPECT IS
TO PROVIDE
INCENTIVES TO ITS
UNITS TO BECOME
ADEPT AT
CONCEALING THEIR

JACK KEMP: THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR WITH THE SCORE IN WASHINGTON, DC

INVALIDATION OF

In February 1987 at the Sacramento Red Lyon Inn, Republican Party Convention, a delegate sitting near by confided that a poll taken that morning showed a 75% majority of the
women delegates voting for Jack Kemp and 50% of the men. Not a peep of this on the floor
OR from any speaker let alone our exalted new chairman. Kemp is a known quantity. He went
to Central America this last summer with 3 of his daughters and one son. Son, Jeff, was busy
getting in shape for the opening of the professional football season.

THEMSELVES FROM
THEIR FRIENDS AND
FAMILY; BECOME
SKILLED AT
CAMOUFLAGING THE
BUREAUCRACY INTENT
(THE HIDDEN AGENDA)

For those of you who have been turned away from Jack as a result of the Newsweek article earlier in 1987!, this: The originator of that material, Gary Allen apparently got severely
sucked into a gigantic "Sting." 28 weeks after he published his article HE DIED. The time inter-
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val is critically indicative of severe personal stress at its publication (remorse &/or guilt?), probably
the clear personal picture to him of the "STING" that had been worked on him, that he fell for. I cannot vouch for this, BUT the data is clear. Additionally! The man who "so generously" took over for him
during a preceding illness, arranging affairs for him, wrote his newsletter for him during an earlier
period of illness? Ask Robert White about that man. Bob White great enthusiast, pro-freedom, the
man who bought Arnhem, renamed it to Duckbook Communications, Inc. White got severely stung too,
1985. How many "FBI affidavits" and "personal affidavits" can you buy with a $100 million and
more at your discretionary disposal? How many actors was the master stinger, Gandorf (Paul Newman in the role) able to muster just for the pleasure of being there.
Jack Kemp, endorsed by M. Stanton Evans, Editor, Human Events. Jack Kemp, endorsed by Beverly
Lehaye, Concerned Women for America. Jack Kemp, tested in the crucible, under fire, a demonstrated AND known quality and quantity, a leader. Could it be that CFR's massive campaign against
Kemp is the lack of his marriage being "peer reviewed", his family not being "adequately" infiltrated.
PAT ROBERTSON: Is being a Christian leader to be considered a liability for leadership of our nation? Under fire in Houston last fall on TV, he did very well despite the grueling ordeal he was subjected to by the "Moderator." Seen him on "Crossfire?" He does well. He's even handled TV's mean
machine, Sam Donaldson. Kemp and Robertson, self-governing personalities.
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS: No clinical evidence that members have self-governing personalities. Dole and Bush ("former" CFR) backed by the Council on Foreign Relations. More information on
the CFR? Read Murray Rothbard. Heard of Phoebe Courtney's book "Why Not Call It Treason?"
Council on Foreign Relations: architect freedom's downfall in the USA if that Bureaucracy's plans come
to pass. CFR: members malleable, obedient, "cool", acting as one gigantic well coordinated
(bureaucracy) body.
Council On Foreign Relations: 80% plus controlling of our TV programming and content NOW.
CFR intent on a One World paper Currency! Noticed the absence of GOLD QUOTES on radio and
TV last 3 months (CFR orders?). Council Foreign Relations - staffing our US State Dept and directing
its course more than 40 years. CFR: Howard Baker, James Baker, George Bush, George Shultz,
Stephen Solarz, the great "situationalist" Chester Crocker, Elliott Abrams, Lawrence Tisch (Chm
CBS), Dan Rather, Paul Volcker, Alan Greenspan, Teddy Kennedy (Boston Affiliate), John C.
Whitehead. Council on Foreign Relations - about 2,250 members; controlling among themselves a
trillion dollars in assets and funds including Chairman of the Board, big brother David's direction of
his family's assets & family dominated and directed trusts, estimated $300 billion. CFR: Duane Orville Andreas, favorite of Gorbachev, since Armand Hammer has gotten into his 90s. Have you read
"The Rockefeller File", Gary Allen? "Red Carpet", Joseph Finder?
"Trilateral Commission?" Big Brother David's brainchild. Overlapping membership with CFR.
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Heard about nephew Harvey Rockefeller's caper in Australia, setting up the still non-legal
plastic identification card system and "National Computer Center" out of Canberra for almost
total citizen surveillance? Didn't he persuade the Australians to bankroll his operation there for $2
billion plus? In Perth, a video camera downtown, 885 feet up in the air! "For area surveillance?"
David tried to get a "little" free downtown real estate out of Diane Feinstein's San Francisco, until voters of SF turned it back in 1987.
If you are going to take over a gigantic enterprise like the USA, it has to be done smoothly
and carefully. Rile and aim "rioting" recruits at the freedom fighters. Avoid criticism of present
dictatorships backing your own goals. Blackball and name call wherever people are still free or
coming back into freedom. Pinochet and freedom in Chile? Send your Ambassador Barnes and
Romanian-KGB "lovenest" wife down there to Chile to agitate against freedom and democracy. PINOCHET is doing A GOOD JOB FOR the CHILEANS AND against the Soviet supplied
Communists there. This is CONTRARY TO CFR GOALS AND OBJECTIVES.

WHEN YOU PLAN
TO TAKE OVER A
GIGANTIC
ENTERPRISE LIKE THE
USA, HAVE THE
PERSONNEL OF
YOUR INVISIBLE
BUREAUCRACY
STAFF BOTH SIDES
OF ANY SOCIAL
DIVISIONS, BE IN

When you plan to take over a gigantic enterprise like the USA, have the personnel of your
Invisible Bureaucracy staff both sides of any social divisions, be in leadership on both "sides
of the aisle", ie keep "the party of incumbency" in office.

LEADERSHIP ON
BOTH "SIDES OF
THE AISLE", IE KEEP
"THE PARTY OF

Current handling of AIDS is a classic of example of divide and conquer, of the FOUR
HANDED GAME "Let's-You-And-Him-Fight" (see “Games People Play,” by Berne). AIDS as
political and civil rights vs AIDS a public health matter. 4 handed? Two parties fighting, one onsite, coat-holding promoter and 4th - the out-of-sight "producer."
If you can't get somebody down and make it look like he did it to himself, then get a horse to
roll over him in front of an "audience." Some trick! If he still gets back up on his own, don't let him
up, carry him off in a helicopter and out of sight.
Or - stage a "spontaneous riot" of 250 - 400 at midnight some Saturday to roll over him.
Call out the City's entire police force, plus CHP, plus City riot squad. Then using "riot control
measures", aim it in the direction of a known freedom fighter: 2/06/88,Vallejo City Park. Riot
unreported, "non-news", by local CFR controlled paper which did have personnel on the scene.
Mayor (our local in-residence "Boy from New York")? No comment when brought up at
"Community Forum." One City Council member surprised to learn about it.
Vallejo City Council 6:1.
CFR's Baldridge made sure Toshiba got the deep submarine silencing technology to sell to the
Russians, but then must have balked at some further orders so he got his now famous last ride on
that horse in Contra Costa County. The former chairman of the CFR's super-secret "US-USSR
Trade & Economic Council", C. William Verity, a man more skilled at technology transfer and
perhaps better motivated than Baldridge, is now in the saddle at Dept of Commerce. With CFR's
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omni-present John C. Whitehead, now Deputy Director of the State Department, "helping" in Congress and NATO hearings, Verity's technology transfers to the Soviets are going better & better,
Insight 2/15/88. You really think Pentagon's Carlucci will object?
Recently another CFR star agent, Frank Carlucci, has re-arisen to the top of governmental
visibility, first at NSC, now at the Pentagon. For those who think Casper Weinberger was a blessing, he has been in CFR just about as long as George Shultz. Casper was given "the good-guy",
pro-US defense role in the CFR's casting, for us the public to see. He did TALK a lot for Strategic
Defense Initiative BUT it is still on the shelf. ACTIONS by Weinberger? NO SDI in over 5 years
since proposed by the President. This despite good working equipment being ready to DEFEND
US, NOW.
One of the features of the psychopath, whether a "Situational Personality" OR an "AntiSocial Personality" is the discrepancy between his words AND (the results of) his deeds. Another
feature of the con man psychopath is his charming, convincing "patter."

ONE OF THE
FEATURES OF THE

Bill Casey, CFR, built the road from Russia to Afghanistan the Russians use now, instrumental in
getting the Soviets their truck factory that now builds carriers for the troops into Afghanistan.
Most likely he changed his mind out of sight of the CFR in the mid 80s and just like a KGB defector readying to defect, covered his tracks well. He did set up the "Covert of Coverts" as Oliver
North said last July. This Covert of Covert's was the unmasking of Council On Foreign Relations, "The Elite Boy's Club of New York."

PSYCHOPATH,
WHETHER A
"SITUATIONAL
PERSONALITY" OR
AN "ANTI-SOCIAL
PERSONALITY" IS
THE DISCREPANCY

I don't know what to make of Jeane Kirkpatrick's recent CFR membership. Maybe one of
those innocuous bland, window dressings on their part? Or something more serious? She presents
good talks to freedom fighters. I do recall that former California US Senator who got his reputation by "confronting" the "bad-mouthers" at San Francisco State about 25 years ago; then as
Senator {Hayakawa} was the 67th vote to give away the Panama Canal, 10 years ago. The
staging at SF State 25 years ago was nothing short of completely and masterfully convincing,
then. Made his "conservative" name!

BETWEEN HIS
WORDS AND (THE
RESULTS OF) HIS
DEEDS. ANOTHER
FEATURE OF THE

Best conservative estimate: 70% US Senate controlled by CFR AND at least 65% of the US
House of Representatives. This based on stories in eg, Insight, Human Events, Washington Inquirer, Independent American, Chattanooga, Richmond VA, New Hampshire papers, R. Murdoch's
papers, AND their own voting records.

CON MAN
PSYCHOPATH IS HIS
CHARMING,

Then too, Alex Haig, member of CFR? Beats me! He has become richer by a million or so
since his State Dept days. Last few days he sent his supporters over to Dole's side.

CONVINCING
"PATTER."

Arnaud de Boorchgrave, CFR: There is nothing inconsistent with his being Editor of the
Washington Times AND member in good standing of the Council on Foreign Relations. As
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above, the only way for a club intent on bringing down liberty in a nation like the USA, is to staff
both the freedom forces AND the coercion forces. No question, William F. Buckley, CFR, is
precocious.

ONE OF THE
DANGERS
INCREASINGLY
APPARENT TO THOSE

Katharine Graham, CFR, owner of the anti-freedom, Washington Post, billions in personal
assets. A. Ochs Sulzberger and A. Hays Sulzberger, New York Times, members of CFR, constant companion of their own "situational truths", and their own "situational freedom" of their own
press. They (and their staff) decide what is "news" and what (to suppress because it) is "nonnews." Taking orders, giving orders?
El Salvador a few years back? The populace there in their own national election, harassed
and bleeding from Castro's Cuban and Ortega's Nicaraguan ambushes really thought they could
select the leader of their own choice, D'Aubisson! NOT SO! A little name calling and we here in
US went for it. D'Aubisson was "persona non grata" to CFR. The CFR controllers in our CFR run US
State Dept. threw out the results of that election, called for another. It was all made to sound
plausible to us here at home by the CFR's media in our homes and papers. We here in this country were fed the standard pablum and ipecac (makes you throw up) about someone the CFR
does not like in a far away place. Remember the Shah? Duarte in office since as CFR puppet.
There has been the wholesale installation of CFR approved Salvadoran "situationals" into every
conceivable office of that nation's bureaucracy, top to bottom.
Of our own elected representatives, it is a rare one who, when not a "situational
personality" himself, does not have a "peer reviewed" marriage. This is true which ever gender
the elected. AND almost routinely the elected have a severe case of office "staff infection."
"Dr. X?"
One of the dangers increasingly apparent to those of us looking at the "benefits" of the CFR
as they run our media and most of our elected, plus a lot of our judiciary, IS THE DANGER of
them being able to manufacture a set of real crises for the country, eg at the same time: Some
major strikes, bank failures, banning private guns AND private gold, perhaps a few
"cooperative" Soviet missiles thrown in for good measure, breakdown of private telephone system AND CFR TV blaring on its networks, the "inescapable doom" if we don't "compromise a
little" and give up "a few of" our freedoms. Then "naturally", a big cry for a "Constitutional
Convention to take care of your safety AND protect you" (a standard protection racket line).
The Russians ARE NOT THE PRINCIPLE THREAT TO US.
What was the US Senate vote on the anti-US citizen Genocide Treaty, two years ago?
About 82 for it in our Senate. The Genocide Treaty? All it does is to insure the removal of a segment of the U S citizen's personal Constitutional protections by the courts of our land. It places
certain matters, like certain kinds of name calling and perhaps some individual assaults out of the
jurisdiction of US Courts and US Constitutional law, and instead places these before the World
Court. Nothing in that treaty requires a nation be held accountable for its crimes against a
race. Nothing in that treaty outlaws the genocide by the Soviet Government against the
Afghanistan people, or in Ethiopia or ....
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Why identify the Genocide Treaty vote with the number of US Senators with suspicion of a
Situational Personality? Each Senator knew what he was voting on. Each one got at least one
letter and one call about the nature of that treaty before he voted on it. Those Senators who
voted against were articulate AND did inform their colleagues. Taking orders on how to vote
or not, each had the information about that treaty's adverse effect on the individual citizen's
Constitutional right's. President signed it, true! Who's his closest adviser?

SECOND TO
CONTROL AND
REGULATE SOME
ASPECT OF HUMAN

As M. Rothbard has said, John Davidson Rockefeller set out to gain total power and control
around the globe over all petroleum reserves, refining, distribution and sales facilities. His progeny continue in the same goal, just deleting the conditions in the above sentence after "all."

BEHAVIOR. THE
TOTAL
BUREAUCRACY
AIMS TO TOTALLY
REGULATE THE

The purpose of any bureaucracy is FIRST to perpetuate itself, SECOND to control and regulate some aspect of human behavior. The total bureaucracy aims to totally regulate the behavior of those under its control, eg China - the block warden in charge of female reproductive behavior, ie monthly menstruation check-ups.

BEHAVIOR OF
THOSE UNDER ITS
CONTROL, EG CHINA
- THE BLOCK

THE DECISIONS A PERSON MAKES: Circling the three stacked circles (Rissman) enables us to
classify and portray a person's ways of making decisions. Circling them helps even better to
graphically display the defects of the negite's Situational Personality.

WARDEN IN CHARGE
OF FEMALE
REPRODUCTIVE

ADULT ( Reason )

BEHAVIOR,
IE MONTHLY

A

MENSTRUATION

Judgment

CHECK-UPS.

Alternatives

Decisions

Decisions

P
PARENT
(Protect)

C
Compromise
Decisions
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The decisions people make, can be sorted into three classes:
1. Alternative type decisions - locate and choose from among an assortment. This kind of decision involves Adult AND Child.
2. Compromise decisions - give and take, give a little and gain a little. These involve use of
ones Parent AND Child.
3. Judgment decisions - deciding on a course of action that will have effects upon the future
health, welfare and safety of self and/or others, ie involving protection of the integrity of someone. These are made by using ones Parent AND Adult.
Personal judgment involves making decisions affecting present AND future
events/circumstances. Quality judgment decisions require both the accumulation of a body of
experience/learning (Adult) AND keeping one's own stable set of reliable and tested personal
values by which to calibrate the future effects of the decision on self and/or others.
Ask a negite for a decision involving personal judgment. Quite often, especially if not prerehearsed, he will beg off for the time being (until he can get back to his committee for a decision/backing).
AS A SUBSTITUTE
FOR JUDGMENT,
NEGITES / TERMITES

"SITUATIONAL JUDGMENTS"

TRY TO
COMPENSATE, USING

Having had the more stabilized and fixed reference points for behavior and conduct
(personal values and ethics) removed from their individual personalities in order to accommodate
their Invisible Bureaucracy, they {negates/termites} are unable to generate viable judgment decisions. Absence of personal Parent values in the Situational Personality leads to the handicap
in making judgment decisions.

ALTERNATIVES STYLE
THINKING, FIRST
"BRAINSTORMING"
FOR A RANGE OF
ALTERNATIVES, THEN
AGAIN USING

ILLUSTRATION: Summer 1987 on Crossfire at Robert Novak's comment to Robert McNamara
that the Mutually Assured Destruction doctrine "Shows poor judgment", CFR's McNamara came
unglued. His Childhood based impotent rage showed fully. He did not have the personal judgment available to back off. His Child was exposed, unprotected by anything except naked
rage, ie MAD in action!

"ALTERNATIVES",
CUTTING UP EACH
BRAINSTORMED
ALTERNATIVE FOR
LIABILITIES,
CONCLUDING WITH

As a substitute for judgment, NEGITES try to compensate, using alternatives style thinking,
first "Brainstorming" for a range of alternatives, then again using "alternatives", cutting up each
brainstormed alternative for liabilities, concluding with testing the surviving alternatives in committee mock-up dress rehearsals.

TESTING THE
SURVIVING
ALTERNATIVES IN
COMMITTEE MOCKUP DRESS
REHEARSALS.
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SITUATIONAL PERSONALITY COMPROMISES
Another spin off to understanding the Situational Personality by circling the stacked circles, is
that now we can see that the Compromises they make, are not real compromises. Again, having
no personal Parent, their "Compromises" are still alternatives, only in another shading. Once a
treaty or agreement is signed it is then time to reopen negotiations. This is how the Soviets do it.
This is how that "master of compromise", Howard Baker does it.
Without personal values and ethics there is no personal commitment for any negite to stay
with the intent of any word he gave, abide by any treaty (contract) he signed. For the Situational
Personality, "keeping his word (or not)" is another set of alternatives to choose from AND will
depend solely on considerations of alternatives by the bureaucracy in which the unit is a member.
This helps to account for the Soviet respect for a strong America, the wisdom of "Peace Through
Strength."
ANOTHER SPIN OFF
TO UNDERSTANDING
THE SITUATIONAL
PERSONALITY BY
CIRCLING THE
STACKED CIRCLES, IS
THAT NOW WE CAN
SEE THAT THE

THE NEWS or "THE NEWS": INFORMATION or DISINFORMATION
A well informed public almost routinely makes good voting decisions. In these days of
disinformative propaganda by 90% of our print media and 95% by our electronic media, the
CFR aim is to rouse the masses into injudicious actions not in keeping with keeping our liberties
and freedoms. Electronic media entertains our populace. The Child is the one in us entertained by
the clowns & stories, the audio-visual. Many of these entertainments, as a steady diet, contain
threads to promote long term, Childhood-based resentments and riotous emotions and actions,
instead of reasoned, Adult-based, judicious, "common sense" behavior and voting.

COMPROMISES
THEY MAKE, ARE
NOT REAL

THE PRINCIPLE "SOVIET THREAT" TO THE USA COMES FROM OUR CONTROLLED (CFR)
TELEVISION. HEARD ABOUT THE CFR's PRIVATE CLUB IN MOSCOW?

COMPROMISES.
AGAIN, HAVING NO
PERSONAL PARENT,
THEIR
"COMPROMISES"
ARE STILL
ALTERNATIVES,
ONLY IN ANOTHER
SHADING.
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"MUTUAL ACCOMODATION" in outline:
"The OK Corral: The Grid For What's Happening!"
This shows the four major classes of event outcomes; from which you may be able to choose
for events coming your way in life: Get-On-With, Get-Rid-Of, Get-Away-From, and GetNowhere-With. Both the physical impossibility and common sense judgment say - You cannot
get-on-with everyone, can't be friends with everyone.
The next diagram shows how these outcomes come about.

You Are OK

GetAwayFrom

GetOnWith

I Am Not-OK

I Am OK
GetNowhereWith

GetRidOf

You Are NOT-OK

"OK" is the VALUE holding weight for the event at hand.
Some people you can be friends with (GOW), some you avoid (GAF), some you ignore
(GNW), and some you dismiss (GRO).
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This next diagram gives some examples of social activity outcomes.

THE OK CORRAL: GRID FOR WHAT’S HAPPENING
You Are OK

“Mastery of the universe is
proportional to the symbols
man has by which to represent
his universe.”

I Am
Not-OK

We’re on the Web!

Get-Away-From
eg: Walk away, leave
Take cover, escape
Back off, avoid
Take leave, resign
BE FREE FROM

Get-On-With
eg: Verifiable mutual trust
Mutual respect, consideration
Give a thank you,
Accommodate each other.
FREE TO BE WITH, DO WITH

Get-Nowhere-With
eg: Delay, hold back,
Filibuster, postpone,
Ignore, stall,
Take-a-raincheck
BE FREE NOT, FREE KNOT

Get-Rid-Of
eg: Evict, dismiss, lock away
Ridicule, jeer,
Belittle, betray
Over-rule
BE FREE OF

http://www.ListeningActivity.com
http://www.ErnstOKCorral.com
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I Am
OK

You Are NOT-OK

In brief, the above is an outline of some of the Theory of Freedom. Not included are
elements on how individuals and governments are related; social behavior racketeering;
games people play; social modalities. Most of this material has been taught to High School
students with personal benefits to the individual (and the school education program); each
becoming more skilled at considerately and responsibly governing his own individual behavior around and with others and at home, too.
Franklin H Ernst Jr., M.D., Member CRP

